
the new TV series dedicated
 to the lifestyle craze

that’s sweeping the world

From the Producers of the World’s Most Popular Aviation TV Series

Loving. Living.

Featuring
YouTube Stars
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Major Broadcast Success

A Proven Winning Formula... Renewed and Reinvented



FourPoints Television has partnered with some of the country’s most well-known companies to expertly
integrate their brands directly into the content of the show in a subtle, non-invasive and very effective manner.

Creative segment planning and filming combined with masterful writing and editing yield content
viewers find entertaining, informative and relevant. At the same time, friendly brands are discretely presented
suggesting product endorsement, enhancing brand recognition, and encouraging customer loyalty.

The RVers will be the only outlet with the power and ability to directly and persuasively integrate your brand within
content feverishly desired by a captive, targeted and dedicated audience of millions and seen countless times. content feverishly desired by a captive, targeted and dedicated audience of millions and seen countless times. 

At long last the time has come for your company to use television for more than just commercials.

Your Brand Integrated into Actual Program Content... Seen Worldwide... Forever

Your Advertising Choices Made Easy

Discovery has made available to us the use of six 30-second ad spaces and ten 5-second billboards
in each episode for every nationwide broadcast. These limited spaces will run on both the east coast

and west coast feeds and will be broadcast to over 100 million households.

Discovery 30-second Ads & 5-second Billboards: 1 broadcast / 3 broadcasts / 6 broadcasts

PBS allows for a one-minute pod at the beginning and end of each episode for ads referred to
as “underwriting tags.” Tags may be a maximum of 15 seconds long and are intended to show to
the viewer a message from the companies or organizations that helped make the show possible.the viewer a message from the companies or organizations that helped make the show possible.

PBS Tag Options: 5 seconds / 10 seconds / 15 seconds

The RVers’ hosts (and producers for that matter) are full-time RVers. But besides being RVing experts, they have also
established themselves as major YouTube stars. With a collective 550,000 subscribers and more than 142,000,000

YouTube plays, The RVers launches with an already massive RV-focussed target audience! 

Existing YouTube Stars Bring an InstantlyStrong RV Audience

mortons on the move



w w w.TheRVers.TV

FourPoints Television Productions
1-877-773-5988

info@fourpointstv.com

“We are proud to be sponsors of your show!”

“Yours is the only show that stays on my DVR.”




